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Abstract Body:  Modern plant breeding use genomic and phenomic to predict unobserved individuals early during the
breeding cycle and under varying climatic environmental conditions. Several advanced statistical models has been
developed to link genomic to phenomic. Genomic uses high density markers to asses genetic similarities between
plants, whereas phenomic can use image as high through phenotype data at different stages of the groth development
of the crop. Functional analyses and functional regression analyses (FRA) use linear combinations of basis functions
as the main method to represent functions. The use of basis functions has the computational power to fit hundreds of
thousands of data points. Functional data are usually observed and recorded discretely as pairs (  is a snapshot of the
function at time , assuming the existence of a smooth function that gave rise to the observed data. Smooth function f
allows a pair of adjacent data values, and , to be linked together, whereas time is the continuum over which the
functional data are recorded, but other continua, such as wavelength, spatial position, frequency and weight may be
involved. FRA can be classified into three types: a) functional predictor regression (scalar-on-function), where the
response variable is scalar and the predictor is a function; b) functional response regression (function-on-scalar),
where the response variable is a function and the predictor a scalar; and c) function-on-function regression, where
both the response and the predictor are functions. In this paper, we will focus only on the first type of FRA. For
illustrative purposes, here we use a model of the first type that contains in the predictor a functional term that
represents the information of the curves. The predictors are covariate functions instead of scalar and represents the
value of a continuous underlying process evaluated at time . In practice the whole curves are measured in
discretization sample of points in time or another domain such that we only observe discrete noisy trajectories. We
highlight type and number of basis functions, the degree of the polynomial, and the methods used to estimate
regression coefficients. We also show how functional data analyses can be integrated into Bayesian models. Finally,
we apply the models and methods to practical example of plant breeding data incorporating genomic and covariables
studied under the functional regression analyses.
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Abstract Body:  Today’s crop variety selection trials are being intensively measured using high throughput
phenotyping platforms such as drones, helicopters, sensors and buggies, often in the form of images and spectra.
These phenotyping methods often result in large amounts of data being collected over the crop growing season. The
spatial location of the plants may impact on the growth of the plants and influence the HTP traits being measured,
while the temporal correlation between repeated measurements and trends over time will also impact the traits.
 
There is a need to account for the non-genetic effects (design, spatial and temporal) to obtain accurate and unbiased
estimates of the genetic effects of the HTP traits. The size of the HTP data may cause issues with traditional spatial
and temporal modelling approaches, hence alternatives are proposed based on multi-dimensional reduced rank
tensor smoothing splines.
 
Often HTP traits are measured with the aim of informing other traits of primary interest, for example yield. Functional
Data Analysis (FDA) models provide one approach for the analysis of this type of data. New functional regression
models in ASReml are presented, allowing for spatio-temporal modelling and efficient modelling of Genotype by
environment (GxE) effects.  Another approach is to use Phenomic Relationship matrices in a similar way to GBLUP in
genomic selection. In this talk these two approaches will be investigated with application to wheat variety trials.
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